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SUMMARY

Genetic interactions reveal the functional relation-
ships between pairs of genes. In this study, we
describe a method for the systematic generation
and quantitation of triple mutants, termed triple-
mutant analysis (TMA). We have used this approach
to interrogate partially redundant pairs of genes in
S. cerevisiae, including ASF1 and CAC1, two histone
chaperones. After subjecting asf1D cac1D to TMA,
we found that the Swi/Snf Rdh54 protein compen-
sates for the absence of Asf1 and Cac1. Rdh54
more strongly associates with the chromatin appa-
ratus and the pericentromeric region in the double
mutant. Moreover, Asf1 is responsible for the syn-
thetic lethality observed in cac1D strains lacking
the HIRA-like proteins. A similar TMA was carried
out after deleting both CLB5 and CLB6, cyclins that
regulate DNA replication, revealing a strong func-
tional connection to chromosome segregation. This
approach can reveal functional redundancies that
cannot be uncovered through traditional double-
mutant analyses.

INTRODUCTION

The systematic study of genetic interactions by high-throughput

methods in numerous organisms has provided insight into a

variety of complicated biological processes (Beltrao et al.,

2010). For example, in S. cerevisiae, double mutants obtained

by crossing a given gene knockout with a large number of other

viable single-gene ablations or modifications can reveal either

synthetic reductions in growth, or they can exhibit epistasis

(Collins et al., 2010; Schuldiner et al., 2005; Tong et al., 2004).

Synthetic lethality or synthetic sickness occurs when two genes

have overlapping, important functions so that the absence of
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both genes results in a severe growth defect that is only seen

when both genes are absent. In the same fashion, double-

mutant combinations can reveal sensitivity to environmental

conditions or to antibiotics. In contrast, the combination of two

knockouts that remove elements of the same pathway shows

no additional phenotype (epistasis). Epistatic interactions often

correspond to gene products that participate in protein-protein

interactions and/or function in the same biological pathway

(Beltrao et al., 2010; Collins et al., 2007).

More recently, this type of systematic genetic analysis has

been extended to other organisms, including S. pombe (Roguev

et al., 2007, 2008; Ryan et al., 2012), C. elegans (Lehner et al.,

2006), D. melanogaster (Horn et al., 2011), and mammalian cells

(Bassik et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2012; Roguev et al., 2013), and has

also been carried out in the presence of specific exogenous

stresses (Ideker and Krogan, 2012) and using specific point

mutants of multifunctional genes (data not shown). To date,

almost all genetic-interaction data collected in any organism

have been generated using systems that create mutants in a

pairwise fashion, even though great mechanistic insight could

be uncovered through higher-perturbation studies. In this study,

we describe an approach, termed Triple-Mutant Analysis (TMA),

that facilitates higher-level genetic-interaction analysis by allow-

ing for the generation and quantitative analysis of triple mutants

in budding yeast.

In budding yeast, Asf1 and the CAF-1 complex, comprising

Cac1, Cac2, and Cac3, are the two known histone H3-H4 chap-

erones (De Koning et al., 2007). Deletion ofASF1 results in slower

growth, with an accumulation of cells in G2, as well as a marked

increase in gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) (Kats

et al., 2006; Ramey et al., 2004). Asf1, interacting with histones

H3-H4, also recruits Rtt109, an enzyme responsible for histone

H3-K56 acetylation (Collins et al., 2007; Driscoll et al., 2007;

Han et al., 2007b). Furthermore, Asf1 plays a role in the moni-

toring of replication and chromatin assembly through interaction

with the checkpoint kinase Rad53. Similarly, deletion of any of

the three subunits of CAF-1 (Cac1, Cac2, or Cac3) results in

elevated GCR (Myung et al., 2003) and mutation of CAC1, also
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known asRLF2, also affects the structure of telomeric chromatin

and the transcriptional silencing ofHML andHMR (Enomoto and

Berman, 1998). As expected, the double-mutant asf1D cac1D is

more seriously compromised with cells having a doubling time

about twice that of the wild-type cells, with a long delay in the

G2/M phase of the cell cycle (Kats et al., 2006). Moreover, Asf1

and Cac1 have also been shown to have overlapping roles in

deactivating the DNA-damage checkpoint after cells have re-

paired a double-strand break (DSB) (Kim and Haber, 2009).

Despite this, asf1D cac1D strains are surprisingly robust (Kats

et al., 2006; Ramey et al., 2004). Therefore, we hypothesized

that there could be additional chromatin remodelers acting as

functional ‘‘back-ups’’ to Asf1 and CAF-1, and hence, we sub-

jected the double mutant to TMA.

Similar to Asf1 and CAF-1, two of the yeast six cyclin B homo-

logs, Clb5 and Clb6, act redundantly in regulating the timing of

DNA replication in mitosis and meiosis (DeCesare and Stuart,

2012; Donaldson et al., 1998); however, a clb5D clb6D double

mutant is not particularly sick, suggesting that an additional

pathway exists for this process. In both of these instances, we

show genetic outcomes derived from the TMA approach that

providemechanistic insight into the pathways being interrogated

that could not have been gleaned from the analysis of single

mutants, illustrating the utility of this approach. We propose

that the experimental and computational framework described

here could be used to interrogate higher-order relationships in

various biological processes in many organisms, including in

mammalian cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In some instances, eliminating redundant genes results in cell

death (e.g., deleting the three cyclin A homologs [CLN1, CLN2,

and CLN3] or deleting two cyclin B homologs [CLB1 and

CLB2] is lethal; Schneider et al., 1996; Surana et al., 1991). Simi-

larly, deleting components of parallel pathways can result in cell

death (e.g., ablating pairs of genes involved in chromosome

transmission, such as CTF18 and CTF4, is synthetically lethal;

Xu et al., 2007). However, in other situations, removing two par-

allel processes leaves the double mutant slow growing but still

viable. One such case involves the absence of two known his-

tone H3-H4 chaperone complexes: Asf1 and the CAF-1 com-

plex. If Asf1 and CAF-1 are the only histone H3-H4 chaperones,

how do double-mutant cells remain viable? In mammalian cells,

the HIRA complex also acts as an independent histone chap-

erone (Ray-Gallet et al., 2002); in budding yeast, the components

of this complex (Hir1, Hir2, Hir3, and Hpc2) appear to be involved

in regulating histone transcription but are also involved in histone

deposition working in association with Rtt106 (Green et al., 2005;

Krawitz et al., 2002; Sharp et al., 2002; Silva et al., 2012). To

address this question, we have used the SGA technique (Tong

et al., 2004) and the quantitative scoring system associated

with the E-MAP approach (Schuldiner et al., 2005) to develop a

quantitative strategy to analyze triple mutants, which we term

TMA. Normally, double-mutant analysis in S. cerevisiae involves

the crossing of two differently markedmutant strains to generate

a double-mutant strain. TMA involves the use of a double-mutant

strain that is crossed to a panel of mutant strains, allowing for the
C

systematic creation of triple mutants. In this study, a haploid

MATa asf1D::HPH cac1D::URA3 strain was crossed against

MATa haploids with knockouts of nonessential genes or hypo-

morphic alleles of essential genes, marked by KAN.

We anticipated three scenarios that might emerge from the

selection of Ura+ HPHR KANR triple mutants. First, the triple

mutant might exhibit an even more severe growth defect,

revealing a third gene whose product might act as an additional

histone H3-H4 chaperone. Second, mutations that caused more

severe growth defects might be uncovered if, for example, the

absence of both chaperones exacerbates the phenotype of

another mutant not involved in chromatin remodeling (e.g., by

altering the expression of other genes). A third scenario, which

would represent a positive interaction, could correspond to a

suppression of the intrinsically poor growth of asf1D cac1D via

removal of a genewhosemis-regulated product was responsible

for the poor growth associated with the double mutant.

TMA of asf1D cac1D

In the genetic cross, we can select for two different sets of dou-

ble mutants (asf1D geneXD; cac1D geneXD) as well as for the

triple mutants (asf1D cac1D geneXD) using the appropriate anti-

biotic-resistant markers (Figure 1A; Data Set S1). Analysis of

these data using previously described analytical tools can pro-

vide genetic scores (or S scores) (Collins et al., 2010) for all three

sets of mutants that range from negative (i.e., synthetic sickness)

(blue) to positive (suppression) (yellow) (Figure 1B). However,

inspection of the triple-mutant scores alone can be deceiving if

not compared to the scores derived from each corresponding

double mutant. For example, there are interactions of a gene

knockout with both asf1D and cac1D (i.e., the triple mutant)

that were not significantly different from a deletion of the gene

with either asf1D or cac1D. Indeed, the S score from the asf1D

slx8D double mutant (�6.7) is similar to what is observed with

the asf1D cac1D slx8D triple mutant (�6.9) (Figure 1B, middle).

Other examples include asf1D doa1D and cac1D nup60D (Fig-

ure 1B), suggesting that only one of the two starting mutants is

contributing to the phenotype observed in the triple mutant. To

separate these cases from situations where the triple-mutant

score is strongwhen each doublemutant has little effect, we per-

formed a minimum difference comparison (MinDC) between the

score derived from the triple mutant compared to the more sig-

nificant score of the two double-mutant combinations. The

resulting MinDC scores, which also range from negative (dark

blue) to positive (red) (Figure 1B; Data Set S2), reveal that the

most significant negative interactions found with both ASF1

and CAC1 absent are with swm1D (�10.9), hsl1D (�10.7),

clb2D (�9.8), rad27D (�9.3), and rpn4D (�8.3). Hsl1 is a Nim1-

like kinase that acts on the cell-cycle regulator Swe1 (Booher

et al., 1993). Clb2, a B-type cyclin (Surana et al., 1991), and

Swm1, a component of the anaphase-promoting complex

(APC) (Hall et al., 2003), are implicated in cell-cycle progression,

as is Rpn4, a component of the 19S proteasome (Xie and Var-

shavsky, 2001). Rad27 is a 50 flap endonuclease involved in

DNA repair (Reagan et al., 1995). Among the genes that

appeared to act redundantly with Asf1 and Cac1 is Radh54,

also known as Tid1, a Swi/SNF homolog that has been impli-

cated in chromatin remodeling (Kwon et al., 2008; Prasad
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Figure 1. TMA of asf1D cac1D

(A) TMA using a strain deleted for bothASF1 andCAC1 crossed to a library of 1,536 differentmutants. Themutants represent all major biological processes, with a

particular emphasis on chromatin biology (Ryan et al., 2012). Following mating, the diploid cells are sporulated, and the triple-mutant haploid strains are selected.

(B) Double- and triple-mutant S scores range from positive (yellow) to negative (blue). A MinDC was obtained by subtracting the triple-mutant S score from the

S score of the more severe of the two double-mutant combinations. MinDC scores range from positive (red) to negative (dark blue).

(C) Meiotic tetrad dissection yields the triple mutants asf1D cac1D radh54D and asf1D cac1D clb2D, as well as all corresponding double mutants.

See also Data sets S1 and S2.
et al., 2007). Deletion ofRDH54 resulted in the 14th lowestMinDC

score (�6.7) (Figure 1B).

To confirm these results, we carried out tetrad analysis after

sporulating diploids heterozygous for asf1D cac1D and either

clb2D or rdh54D (Figure 1C), as well as hsl1D (data not shown).

In each case, asf1D cac1D segregants are slow growing, but

the phenotype of the triple mutants is far more severe. Hsl1

was originally identified as a synthetic lethal mutation (histone

synthetic lethality) in cells lacking the N-terminal tail of histone

H3 (Ma et al., 1996), and it appears that asf1D cac1D phenocop-

ies the H3 tail mutation. Hsl1 is required for degradation of the

Swe1 kinase, and therefore, in a hsl1D-mutant background,

Swe1 is constitutively active, and cells are prevented from

completing the cell cycle (Sia et al., 1996). Consistent with this

interpretation, we showed that deleting SWE1 in the asf1D

cac1D hsl1D background suppressed its lethality (data not

shown). Interestingly, the cyclin Clb2 is also genetically linked

to the Swe1-Hsl1 network (Simpson-Lavy et al., 2009). We also

confirmed the TMA-negative interaction with Rdh54 (Figure 1C).

Radh54 plays important roles in meiotic recombination, where it

partners with the meiosis-specific recombination protein Dmc1,

but has relatively minor roles in mitotic recombination (Dresser

et al., 1997; Klein, 1997). In mitotic cells, its role in recombination

is less evident, but rdh54D cells have defects in DNA-damage

checkpoint adaptation after induction of a single, unrepaired
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DSB (Lee et al., 2001). Rdh54 also appears to act redundantly

with Rad54 and Uls1, two other Swi/Snf homologs that work to

free Rad51 from dsDNA to enable it to repair DSBs (Chi et al.,

2011). However, neither rad54D nor uls1D exhibits any signifi-

cant genetic interaction with asf1D cac1D (Data sets S1 and S2).

On the positive end of the MinDC scores, we again see cases

where one of the double-mutant combinations is similar to what

is seen in the triple mutant; for example the S score for asf1D

cac1D rtt109D (+5.3) is similar to that observed for rtt109D

asf1D (+4.5) (Figure 1B). This is an example of classic epistasis,

where the Rtt109 histone acetyltransferase is known to be

dependent on Asf1 for its activity (Collins et al., 2007; Driscoll

et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007a). However, when the MinDC anal-

ysis was applied, we found all five members of the HIRA-like

complex (HIR1,HIR2,HIR3,HPC2, and RTT106) to be the genes

with the largest MinDC scores (Figure 1B). Double mutants lack-

ing cac1D and one of the HIR complex genes display severe

growth defects (Sharp et al., 2002), a finding that is recapitulated

in our study. However, this severe defect is dramatically sup-

pressed by deleting ASF1. The entire data sets are displayed

in a more comprehensive fashion in Figure 2. The S scores for

the asf1D and cac1D double mutants are displayed along two

axes. For each gene, the MinDC score for the triple mutant is

displayed by node color. Red indicates cases where the triple

mutant grew better than the single mutants (MinDC scores >+5);
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Figure 2. Comparison of the S and MinDC Scores from the asf1D cac1D TMA

(A) Scatterplot of the S scores derived from asf1D and cac1D double mutants with the corresponding MinDC scores highlighted in red (positive [pos], >+5) and

dark blue (negative [neg], <�7).

(B) Scatterplot of S scores from asf1D and cac1D double mutants compared to asf1D cac1D triple mutants.

(C) Model of how chromatin regulators Asf1, HIR-C, CAF-1, and Rdh54 functionally interact to ensure efficient chromatin regulation (see text for details).

See also Data sets S1 and S2.
dark blue shows where the triple mutant was more severely

impaired (MinDCscores<�7).Overall, thegeneticprofileobtained

from the double mutant is more similar to that seen with asf1D

than cac1D (Figure 2B), suggesting that defects in asf1D cac1D

are largely a reflection of those that arise when Asf1 is absent.

In summary, our data suggest that Rdh54 is potentially acting

in a parallel pathway to Asf1 and CAF-1, one that may only func-

tion when the other pathways are disabled (Figure 2C)—a

conclusion supported by additional observations presented

later. Moreover, the finding that deleting ASF1 apparently sup-

presses double deletions of HIRA and CAF-1 is surprising

because one might have anticipated that components of the

HIRA complex would be the functional substitute for Asf1 and

CAF-1 and hence have strong negative MinDC scores. The utility

of the TMA scoring system is that it reveals very strong suppres-

sion even though the triplemutants are not generally much better

growing than average triple-mutant strains and hence would not

provide significant S scores. These suppressive relationships are

consistent with the observation that HIRA/Rtt106 proteins nor-

mally act to regulate Asf1. When HIRA/Rtt106 is absent, Asf1

apparently acts in an abnormal fashion, causing a severe defect

in growth when CAF-1 is also absent (Figure 2C). Thus, deleting

ASF1 rescues the extreme defect of cac1D hir/rtt106/hpc2D

mutants. For example, in the absence of Cac1 and HIRA/

Rtt106, the level of histones may fall too low, but asf1D may

ensure adequate histone abundance.

Functional Comparison of Asf1 and Rtt109 Using TMA
One major role of Asf1 is to promote the acetylation of histone

H3-K56 by the histone acetyltransferase Rtt109 (Collins et al.,
C

2007; Driscoll et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007a). To determine

what degree the defects associated with asf1D are related to

those associated with deletion of Rtt109, we carried out a similar

TMA using a strain deleted for both RTT109 and CAC1 (Data

Set S3). Overall, there is a strong correlation of the double-

mutant scores from asf1D cac1D and rtt109D cac1D (r = 0.60)

(Figure 3A) (for scatterplots using MinDC scores, see Figure S1).

For example, deletion of RAD27, SWM1, HSL1, or RDH54, in

combination with rtt109D cac1D, all provided negative S scores,

as was also observed with asf1D cac1D. Furthermore, negative

interactions were also seen with both sets of triple mutants

when Rrm3, a DNA helicase (Ivessa et al., 2002), or Tsa1, a thio-

redoxin peroxidase involved in DNA-replication stress (Inoue

et al., 1999), were removed (Figures 3A and 3B). Similarly, posi-

tive interactions were observed with both pairs of double

mutants combined with deletions of MMS22, MMS1, CSM3,

and MRC1, genes involved in monitoring DNA-replication pro-

gression (Mohanty et al., 2006; Vaisica et al., 2011). These data

support the idea that Asf1 and Rtt109 primarily work together

in regulating chromatin function.

Nonetheless, several interesting differences between asf1D

cac1D and rtt109D cac1D hint at functional differences between

Asf1 and Rtt109. For example, the negative interactions when

cac1D is combined with hir1D, hir2D, hir3D, or hpc2D are not

suppressed by rtt109D (Figures 3A and 3B), unlike what is

seen with asf1D. This suggests that Asf1 has at least some roles

related to CAF-1 and HIRA functions that are independent of

Rtt109. Similar results were observed with deletions of one of

the pair of genes encoding histones H3 and H4 (HHT1, HHT2,

or HHF1) (Figures 3A and 3B), consistent with the notion that
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Figure 3. Comparison of the S Scores from

asf1D cac1D and rtt109D cac1D

(A) Scatterplot of the triple-mutant S scores

from asf1D cac1D versus rtt109D cac1D double

mutants.

(B) A selection of genetic interactions (S scores)

derived from the triple- and double-mutant ana-

lyses. Yellow and blue correspond to positive and

negative genetic interactions, respectively. Note

that the cac1D double-mutant scores were aver-

aged from data obtained from both asf1D cac1D

and rtt109D cac1D starter strains.

(C) Tetrad analysis shows a difference in the

viability of mms4D rtt109D cac1D and mus81D

rtt109D cac1D segregants, marked by white

arrows.

See also Figure S1 and Data Set S3.
the suppressive activity is related to histone levels. Furthermore,

only asf1D cac1D, but not rtt109D cac1D, displayed strong nega-

tive interactions when combined with deletions of components

of the SWR-C complex (SWR1, VPS71, VPS72, SWC3, and

HTZ1), which replaces histone H2A with the variant Htz1 in chro-

matin (Kobor et al., 2004; Krogan et al., 2003; Mizuguchi et al.,

2004). Again, these data imply that the Asf1 functions associated

with these genetic interactions are not related to Rtt109.

Finally, we observed a strikingly different genetic-interaction

pattern with rtt109D cac1D versus asf1D cac1D double and triple

mutants with deletions ofMUS81 andMMS4, encoding an endo-

nuclease complex that promotes crossovers during homologous

recombination (de los Santos et al., 2003; Ho et al., 2010). Only

mus81D, and notmms4D, displays a strong negative interaction

with rtt109D cac1D (Figure 3B), as confirmed by tetrad analysis

(Figure 3C), even though Mus81 and Mms4 are thought to func-

tion exclusively together. These data suggest that Mus81 works

independently of Mms4 in certain instances. It is interesting to

note that in mammals, Mus81 has been shown to pair with two

distinct partners, Eme1 and Eme2 (Shin et al., 2012). Although

no other partner as been found in budding yeast, our results raise

the possibility of a second partner or that, in some circum-

stances, Mus81 can act alone. This result is an example where

Rtt109 seemingly functions outside of its role with Asf1 because

asf1D does not provide the same pattern of interactions (Fig-

ure 3B). We suggest that the Rtt109 acetyltransferase has sub-

strates other than histone H3-K56 that are unrelated to Asf1.

Collectively, these data demonstrate the insight that can be

gained from higher-level genetic analysis that could not be

gleaned from information derived from double mutants because

it teases out important differences between factors that were

thought to work in the same functional pathway.

Rad54 Plays a Role in Chromatin Regulation in the
Absence of Asf1 and CAF-1
The fact that deletingRDH54 results in amarked growth defect in

an asf1D cac1D or rtt109D cac1D background suggests that

Rdh54 plays a more major role in chromatin regulation in the

absence of the two chaperones. To test this idea, we TAP tagged

and purified Rdh54 from both wild-type and asf1D cac1D strains

(Krogan et al., 2006). As shown in Figure 4A, there was a marked
2172 Cell Reports 3, 2168–2178, June 27, 2013 ª2013 The Authors
increase in the number and quantity of copurifying proteins when

the purification was carried out in a strain lacking Asf1 and Cac1.

This increase did not reflect a difference in the amount of Rdh54-

TAP that was in vivo or purified from the two strains (Figure 4A).

Mass spectrometry analysis revealed that several of the addi-

tional factors seen specifically copurifying with Rad54-TAP in

the double-deletion background are components of chromatin-

modifying enzymes, including Ino80 and RSC, as well as the

core histones H2A, H2B, and H4 (Figure 4B; Data Set S4). We

also recovered one member of the SWR-C complex, Arp6, as

well as several proteins that are part of both Ino80 and

SWR-C. Interestingly, we had identified the catalytic subunit of

the SWR-C, Swr1, another member of the SNF2 family of

ATPases, as having a MinDC score of �6.4 (Data Set S2), sug-

gesting that SWR-C also functions in a redundant pathway to

Rdh54. Furthermore, we identified 11 of the 15 subunits of the

general transcription factor TFIID, six proteins of RNA polymer-

ase I, and Rfc2 and Rfc3, components of multiple RFC com-

plexes involved in DNA repair and replication. We also recovered

several components of the APC, again consistent with a strong

negative TMA score with deletion of SWM1, a component of

the APC, in the asf1D cac1D background. One explanation for

the increased association of these proteins with Rdh54 is that

they could bemore highly expressed in the double-mutant back-

ground. To test this, we globally assessed the gene expression

changes in asf1D cac1D and found that the majority of the genes

corresponding to these proteins were actually downregulated

(Figure S2; Data Set S5). That there are so many complexes

involved in chromatin regulation found specifically associated

with Rdh54-TAP asf1D cac1D strongly suggests that Rdh54

plays a more central role in overall chromatin regulation in the

absence of the well-characterized histone chaperones.

Interestingly, we also found that components of cohesion

(Mcd1/Scc1, Smc1, and Smc3) preferentially associated with

Rdh54-TAP in the asf1D cac1D-mutant background (Figure 4),

suggesting that Rdh54 plays a role in aspects of chromosome

segregation. To further explore this connection, we carried out

a cytological analysis of Rdh54-GFP in the presence and

absence of Asf1 and Cac1. In wild-type cells, Rdh54 is frequently

localized to themetaphase spindle inmitosis (64%of cells). Spe-

cifically, Rdh54 is concentrated at centromeres and flanking
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(B) Network of interactions derived from Rdh54-TAP asf1D cac1D using affinity tag purification mass spectrometry. Proteins found to interact with either Rdh54-

TAP or Rtt109-TAP were removed. Complexes or pathways are labeled, and the sequence coverage (%) from the mass spectrometry analysis is shown using a

yellow/green color scheme.

See also Figure S2 and Data sets S4 and S5.
pericentric chromatin and exists exclusively as ‘‘spots’’ (Fig-

ure 5A). Unlike kinetochore proteins, including Mtw1, Rdh54

does not always appear as two spots of equal intensity repre-

senting sister kinetochores. Instead, one or two foci are seen

(e.g., Rdh54-GFP, Metaphase: first and second panel, respec-

tively, in Figure 5A). In the absence of Asf1 and Cac1 in meta-

phase, there is a 4.8-fold increase in the concentration of

Rdh54-GFP along the pericentric chromatin, and this localization

is apparent in all cells: 63% have foci spots, whereas 37% now

have elongated ‘‘bars,’’ or linear extensions between the spindle

poles (>2 mm) (Figure 5A). Upon anaphase onset, only 20%of the

Rad54-GFP wild-type cells display fluorescence, with an equal

amount showing focal spots and bars (Figure 5B). In asf1D

cac1D cells, there is a substantial increase of overall fluores-

cence (7.7-fold), and it is seen in all cells, 89%as bars. In general,

the strong prevalence of this pattern is reminiscent of condensin,

which is concentrated in the pericentric chromatin and lies prox-

imal to the spindle axis in metaphase (Stephens et al., 2011). This

suggests that Rad54 plays a role in chromatin remodeling and/or

chromosome condensation.

The pericentromere surrounding the point centromere is func-

tionally distinct from the bulk chromosome arms during mitosis

(Verdaasdonk et al., 2012). Several chromatin-remodeling com-

plexes, including RSC and ISW2, are required for histone stabil-

ity and chromatin packaging within the pericentromere because

this region experiences spindle-tension force. The enrichment of

Rdh54 in the absence of the Asf1 and CAF-1 histone chaperones

suggests that it plays a role in the maintenance of chromatin un-

der tension. Its localization along the spindle axis also places

Rdh54 in a position to regulate chromatin loops formed by the
C

action of condensin (Stephens et al., 2011). Condensin and

cohesin compact the pericentromere into axial loops that consti-

tute the chromatin spring. The combined function of pericentric

compaction, together with chaperones to regulate histone

dynamics, reflects a critical function in building a chromatin

spring that resists microtubule-based pulling forces throughout

mitosis. The recruitment of Rdh54 to this region in the absence

of histone chaperones reflects the ability of the cell to respond

to changes in the stoichiometry of components that regulate

chromatin stiffness. Collectively, these localization data are

consistent with the protein-protein interaction data (Figure 4)

that suggest that Rdh54 is more functionally relevant in the

absence of the two chaperones.

TMA of CLB5 and CLB6 Reveals a Connection of the
Cyclins to Chromosome Segregation
In a similar fashion to Asf1 and CAF-1, we analyzed another

situation of apparent redundancy. The two cyclin B proteins,

Clb5 and Clb6, function in the regulation of the timing of DNA

replication, although they are not essential individually or when

both are absent. Among B-type cyclins, Clb5 and Clb6 play

distinct roles in regulating the initiation of S phase. Either Clb5

or Clb6 can activate early-firing replication origins, but late origin

firing is dependent only on Clb5 (Donaldson, 2000). However,

neither CLB5 nor CLB6 is essential, and even the clb5D clb6D

double mutant is viable. Moreover, early expression of Clb2 dur-

ing S phase does not restore normal replication timing in the

absence of Clb5 and Clb6 (Donaldson, 2000). Intriguingly, the

clb5D clb6D doublemutant is unable to promote DNA replication

in meiosis, most likely by the absence of CLB2 expression (Mai
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Figure 5. Rdh54-GFP Is Redistributed to Pericentric Chromatin in asf1D cac1D Mutants during Mitosis

Representative images of Rdh54-GFP (C-terminal fusion) in wild-type (WT) and asf1D cac1D cells.

(A) Metaphase: Rdh54-GFP localization is compared to a core component of the yeast kinetochore (Mtw1-GFP). The concentration of Rdh54-GFP along the

spindle is �5-fold greater in the mutant versus WT.

(B) Anaphase: In the absence of Asf1 and Cac1, Rdh54 appears as a bar along the metaphase spindle in nearly 90% of cells. The concentration of Rdh54-GFP

along the spindle is approximately 7.7-fold greater in the mutant versus WT. Foci are defined as diffraction-limited (or slightly larger) fluorescent spots. For the

kinetochore protein Mtw1 (bottom row), spots are approximately spherical, with sister kinetochores exhibiting similar shape and intensity (Haase et al., 2012).

Bars are defined as linear extensions of fluorescence (e.g., bars in the first and third panel of Rdh54-GFP asf1D cac1DMetaphase). In instances where a bar and a

foci are observed (e.g., second panel Rdh54-GFP, asf1D cac1D Anaphase), the cell is scored as containing a bar.
and Breeden, 2000). Clb5 has also been shown to play an impor-

tant role in mitotic spindle positioning, a function that is not re-

placed by overexpressing Clb2 (Segal et al., 1998). Clb5 and

Clb6 have also been implicated in the establishment of sister

chromatid cohesion in cells under replication stress; cells lacking

Clb5, Clb6, and the securin Pds1 are inviable (Hsu et al., 2011).

To establish whether there were novel gene functions that

maintained the viability of the clb5D clb6D double mutant, we

performed TMA as described above, crossing clb5D::URA3

clb6D::HPH against KAN-marked gene knockouts (Figure 6A;

Data sets S6 andS7). Again, therewere a number of synthetically

sick interactions where there was little or no defect for either

single mutant. Unlike the situation with asf1D and cac1D, there

were very few instances where the synthetic lethality of clb5D

clb6Dwas also seen in one or the other singlemutant (Figure 6B).

However, mtc1D is synthetically sick with clb5D clb6D (�16.4)

and clb5D (�10.5), but not clb6D (0.5); conversely, vps53D is

synthetically sick with clb5D clb6D (�10.3) and clb6D (�11.8),

but not at all with clb5D (1.2). Furthermore, there were only
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very weak correlations between the pattern of genetic interac-

tions between clb5D clb6D and either clb5D (r = 0.26) or clb6D

(r = 0.18) (Figure 6B). In many cases, the basis of this lethality

is not evident. Mbf1 is required for gene expression in the

G1-to-S transition, and it is possible that some other early

S phase functions are essential without Clb5 and Clb6. One

striking set of genes with common genetic interactions was the

HIR complex where hir1D (�14.6), hir2D (�11.8), hir3D (�12.8),

and hpc2D (�14.6) all show a common strongly negative interac-

tion in clb5D clb6D, but not with either single mutant (�0.3,�0.5,

�2.5, �0.5 for clb5D, and �0.9, 0.3, �0.3, �0.1 for clb6D,

respectively).

To characterize more generally the phenotype of clb5D clb6D

mutants, we compared interactions across all tested gene

knockouts with the hierarchically clustered quantitative ge-

netic-interaction data from previous studies (Ryan et al., 2012).

We found that clb5D clb6D most strongly correlated with

mutations affecting the establishment of sister chromatid cohe-

sion, including point mutants in cohesin, smc1-259, smc3-1,
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Figure 6. TMA of clb5D clb6D

(A) Scatterplot of the S scores derived from clb5D and clb5D double mutants with the corresponding MinDC scores highlighted in dark blue (positive, >+5) and

red (negative, <�7).

(B) Scatterplot of S scores from clb5D or clb6D double mutants compared to clb5D clb6D triple mutants.

(C) Comparison of genetic profile generated from clb5D clb6D to profiles from large genetic-interaction data set (Data Set S4 from Ryan et al., 2012). The most

highly correlated profiles belong to strains harboring mutations in SCC2, SMC3, CTF4, CTF18, and SMC1.

(D) Diploids homozygous for the indicated genotype and for ade2 were cross-streaked with haploid MATa and MATa ade5 cells. Chromosome loss (or mitotic

crossing-over) was scored as papillae that grow when the matings are replica plated to minimal medium (see Experimental Procedures).

(E) Model of how Clb5 and Clb6 function to ensure efficient chromosome segregation (see text for details).

See also Table S1 and Data sets S6, S7, and S8.
smc3-42, and in the cohesin-loading factor Scc2 (scc2-4) as well

as with deletions in CTF4 and CTF18 (Stirling et al., 2012; Yuen

et al., 2007) (Figure 6C; Data Set S8). clb5D clb6D showed espe-

cially strong negative interactions with ctf3D (�12.1), ctf19D

(�13.3), irc15D (�13.9), mcm21D (�13.8), and chl1D (�15.1)

(Figure 6A). The set of strongly negative genes is strongly remi-

niscent of genes that were synthetically lethal with hypomorphic

mutations of three cohesion proteins (McLellan et al., 2012). We

confirmed that the clb5D clb6D double mutant, but not the single

mutants, exhibits a chromosome loss phenotype, consistent

with a defect in cohesion (Figure 6D).

The idea that Clb5 and Clb6 might play an important role in

chromosome segregation was further strengthened by our

finding that the double mutant exhibited strong synthetic sick-
C

ness with the spindle assembly-checkpoint mutants mad1D

(S score, �10.7) and mad2D (S score, �13.3); however, there

was little negative interaction with mad3D (S score, �1.4). To

verify these interactions, we carried out tetrad analysis, scoring

spore colony size. We confirmed that both mad1D and mad2D,

but not mad3D, showed strong synthetic lethality (Table S1). In

addition, tetrad analysis showed that bub1D, but not bub2D,

also showed strong negative interactions. Despite the fact that

Mad2 and Mad3 often appear to function together, there are

other observations that suggest that they have separate func-

tions; for example, the phosphorylation ofMad1when themitotic

checkpoint is activated depends on Mad2 and Bub1, but not on

Bub2 and Mad3 (Hardwick and Murray, 1995). Similarly, accu-

rate meiotic chromosome segregation depends on Mad2, but
ell Reports 3, 2168–2178, June 27, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 2175



not Mad3 (Tsuchiya et al., 2011). Moreover, a screen of synthetic

genetic interactions with various chromosome transmission

mutations found a number of instances where mad1D and

mad2D, but not mad3D, exhibited synthetic lethality (Daniel

et al., 2006). We suggest that the absence of both Clb5 and

Clb6 establishes a delay in kinetochore assembly and/or spindle

assembly that requires Mad1, Mad2, and Bub1 to delay mitosis,

but not Mad3 or Bub2.

We summarize these findings in the scheme shown in Fig-

ure 6E. Especially around centromeres, DNA replication is

coupled to the establishment of kinetochore attachment to

microtubules and to extensive sister chromatid cohesion in the

pericentromeric region. In the absence of Clb5 and Clb6, replica-

tion is delayed, and these critical steps may not be completed by

the time mitosis is normally initiated. Consequently, in clb5D

clb6D, cells become dependent on the action of Mad1, Mad2,

and Bub1 in establishing a spindle assembly checkpoint and

cannot tolerate defects in the establishment of cohesion. It is

also possible that the chromosome loss phenotype is a reflection

of amore general consequence of replication stress similar to the

increased genome instability seen in mammalian cells with acti-

vated oncogenes (Halazonetis et al., 2008). However, clb5D

clb6D does not show strong synthetic interactions with deletions

either of DNA repair genes or components of the DNA-damage

checkpoint. Hence, we believe that the effects are more directly

linked to kinetochore assembly and the recruitment of cohesins

in pericentromeric regions.

Perspective
Great insight into a variety of different biological processes has

been extracted from genetic-interaction maps in a variety of

different organisms, in both budding and fission yeast (Collins

et al., 2007; Fiedler et al., 2009; Roguev et al., 2008; Schuldiner

et al., 2005; Wilmes et al., 2008) and bacteria (Butland et al.,

2008; Typas et al., 2008), as well as more complex organisms

such as D. melanogaster (Horn et al., 2011) and C. elegans (Leh-

ner et al., 2006). More recently, quantitative genetic-interaction

mapping has been developed for mammalian cell lines (Bassik

et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2012; Roguev et al., 2013). However, to

date, essentially all of these data have been generated in a sys-

tematic, pairwise fashion even though a deeper understanding of

functional pathways could be gleaned from analyzing more than

two genetic perturbations at a time. There have been genetic

studies involving triple mutants in budding yeast (Tong et al.,

2004; Zou et al., 2009); however, these were qualitative in nature.

Here, we describe a quantitative approach, termed TMA, that

allows for higher-order interactions. We interrogated two pairs

of genes known to act redundantly in budding yeast: histone

chaperones Asf1 and Cac1, and the cyclins Clb5 and Clb6.

This has led to several discoveries. First, Rdh54/Tid1 functionally

‘‘backs-up’’ Asf1 and CAF-1 and interacts much more strongly

with chromatin complexes when the two major chaperones are

absent. Second, loss of Asf1 suppresses the defect seen when

HIR-A proteins are removed in combination with cac1D. Such

a complex relationship could not have been gleaned simply

from double-mutant analysis. Third, we found that Clb5 and

Clb6 play an important role in the regulation of chromosome

segregation. Finally, comparison of the TMA profiles of asf1D
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cac1D and rtt109D cac1D revealed functional differences

between Asf1 and Rtt109 that, again, could not have been un-

covered using more traditional genetic analysis. We suggest

that this approach will be a powerful way to uncover subtle func-

tional differences between factors that were thought to exclu-

sively function in the same pathway.

Combined with genetic-interaction mapping under different

conditions (Ideker and Krogan, 2012) and analysis that allows

for genetic data to be collected at subprotein resolution (data

not shown), quantitative TMA allows for the probing into a previ-

ously unexplored interactome space. Because many genes in

budding yeast do not have strong genetic-interaction profiles

(e.g., RDH54), more systematic TMAs will be crucial in assigning

their functions. Furthermore, extending this analysis into other

organisms that have tools for genetic-interaction mapping will

be important to further understand various processes in these

organisms andwill facilitate evolutionary analysis of higher-order

genetic interactions. Finally, as platforms are developed in

mammalian cells that are amenable for higher-order genetic

interactions using combinatorial RNAi approaches (Roguev

et al., 2013), TMA will be crucial to identify pathway organization

in normal conditions and in specific disease states. Ultimately,

we argue that work of this naturewill be key for identifying targets

for polypharmacy therapeutic intervention.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Detailed methods are presented in Extended Experimental Procedures.

E-MAP analysis was conducted as described in Schuldiner et al. (2006).

TAP-tagged proteins were purified as previously described (Krogan et al.,

2006).
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